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Abstract. This paper discusses the concept of Resilient and Green Supply Chain Management (RGSCM) implementation in South Eastern Europe (SEE) from the point of view of understanding the structure of the inter-organizational (institutional) interfaces involved in this process as well as how are these interfaces evolving and transforming over time. As social and environmental concerns are growing in importance through normative and coercive directions, all the regional actors (triple/quadruple/quintuple helix) that supply chains interact with need to bridge their inter-organizational interfaces to properly ensure co-creation at the entire stakeholder level towards increasing the chances of a homogenous implementation of RGSCM. In this context, this paper adopts a three-stage mixed methodology of interviews, survey, focus groups, modelling and simulation case studies. The results show that the key pillars of inter-organizational interface integration and evolution reside in the proper identification of the key goals (performance indicators) of the involved institutions, which will maintain market-optimized competition levels. Then, institutions will steadily adhere to the market trends as explained by the ST and INT and in the process of adopting the RGSCM eco-innovation (DIT), the new entrant institutions will transform their inter-organizational interface to properly bridge with the core market stakeholder group. Finally, the key driver of interface alteration resides in the ability of disruptive (eco) innovators to set new standards. This research has core academic implications by extending the INT, DIT and ST under the context of RGSCM, policy implications in terms of proper policy making to support the required co-creation as well as practical implications by helping organizations to manage their inter-organizational interfaces.
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Introduction

The unpredictable nature of extreme weather-induced disruptions (heavy rain, blizzards, snow, icy roads, fog, and heat waves) is posing tremendous pressure on nowadays supply chains. Longer transports, increased fuel consumption, hazardous wastes, unsatisfied clients, social unrest and risks, damage to the environment, infrastructure and assets are only few of the pressuring outcomes of such disruptions (Chhetri et al., 2016; Contestabile, 2013; Hale & Moberg, 2005; Jarvis, Leedal & Hewitt, 2012; Keohane & Victor, 2016; Linnenluecke, Griffiths & Winn, 2012; Natarajarathinam, Capar & Narayanan, 2009; Surminski, 2013; Thompson et al., 2014; UNISDR, 2015; Van der Vegt, Essens, Wahlstrom & George, 2015; Walch, 2015; World Economic Forum, 2015).

As social and environmental concerns are growing in importance through normative and coercive directions, supply chain management must rapidly adapt to such requirements when aiming to achieve resilience in an environmentally and socially aware manner. To this end, resilient and green supply chain management (RGSCM) acts as core enabler of modern growth with tremendously increased social pressures that demand innovative approaches for leveraging institutional level practices to a wider scale (i.e. stakeholder) in order to support eco-modernization with a greater impact (Baresel-Bofinger, Ketikidis, Koh & Cullen, 2011; Bell et al., 2012; Cardoso, et al., 2015; Fallah, Eskandari & Pishvae, 2015; Genovese et al., 2014; Govindan et al., 2014; Ketikidis et al., 2013; Koh, 2014; Sarkis, Zhu & Lai, 2011; Seuring et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2012; Torabi et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2016; Zhu, Sarkis & Lai, 2012). Such actors that pressure RGSCM and RGFT comprise of the key developmental institutions of a low carbon economy: research/eco-innovation, effective environmental policies, industries that innovate or incorporate eco-innovations, and the environment and society which act as core influencers of such an integrated eco & co-evolution framework (Carayannis, Barth & Campbell, 2012).

Even more, environmentally sustainable resilience (the ability of a supply chain to return to its operational mode in a low carbon manner after a disruption took place) requires true co-creation across all the aforementioned actors as institutionally focused solely economic performance (during disruptions) can no longer be accountable for the societal and environmental damage triggered by supply chains in their complex process of re-adaptation towards ensuring resilience. Such co-creation becomes even more critical during weather-induced disruptions, which due to their unpredictable nature can cause substantial damages to supply chains, societies, and environment. Finally, this entire context becomes even more critical in South Eastern Europe, which lacks the
necessary mechanisms, research, and infrastructure to properly adopt a quintuple helix level approach when aiming to enable environmentally sustainable resilience within its main transportation mode (road freight). This way, RGFT, and RGSCM pose a core challenge for research and practice.

Nevertheless, the critically needed co-creation for innovation (among triple/quadruple/quintuple helix institutions) can happen only if inter-organizational interfaces and communication boundaries are properly established and at the moment, such inter-organizational interface across the five main actors is not fully developed, limited the extent of the co-creation to properly adopt eco-innovations such as GSCM across the entire stakeholder group.

Scientifically, especially in relation to inter-organizational interfaces, eco-innovation adoption has often been studied through various theoretical frameworks such as the diffusion of innovation theory (DIT) for investigating how eco-innovations diffuse among the RGSCM actors as well as institutional and stakeholders theory (INT and ST) for reasoning how institutions adopt eco-innovations triggered by stakeholder groups (and vice-versa). However, all these theories have been studied in a mere isolation when it comes to RGSCM (Bendell, 2003; Bhattacharya et al., 2014; Björklund, Martinsen & Abrahamsson, 2012; Fahimnia et al., 2015; Hervani, Helms & Sarkis, 2005; Seuring, 2013; Shepherd & Gunter, 2010; Tajbakhsh & Hassini, 2015; Tang, Cao & Schvaneveldt, 2008; Taticchi, Tonelli & Pasqualino, 2013; Varsei et al., 2014; Winter & Knemeyer, 2013). This leads thus to a substantial research gap that this research aims to fill by answering the following research questions:

RQ1: How does the institutional theory influences supply chain actors (institutions) to adopt eco-innovations (RGSCM) promoted at the stakeholder/inter-organizational level?

RQ2: How does the stakeholder theory trigger/promote/enable inter-organizational interfaces to support enhanced inter-organizational communication/co-creation?

RQ3: How is the diffusion of innovation theory influences by the emerging and constantly changing inter-organizational interfaces within supply chains and what exactly is the content of the interface (i.e., in this case, it will be KPIs/common goals)?

**Institutional and stakeholder theories as inter-organizational interface enabler for RGSCM**

The institutional theory (INT) positions its social science fundament by denoting how an organization incorporates organizational behavior/
practice based on exogenous pressures channeled via proper inter-organizational interfaces (Dubey, Gunasekaran & Ali, 2015; Gobbo, Fusco & Junior, 2014; Govindan, Diabat & Shankar, 2015; Tian, Govindan & Zhu, 2014; Zhu et al., 2012). Such pressures/driver can be coercive, mimetic and normative and in the view of (Clemens & Douglas, 2006; Zhu et al., 2012), the INT has been constantly used as a framework to understand eco-innovation adoption, providing thus a core potential for explaining the behavior of RGSCM practice adoption within the supply chain stakeholder group (Ball & Craig, 2010; Zhu & Liu, 2010).

In a related manner, the stakeholder theory (ST) (Freeman, 1984) proposes that within a stakeholder group, stakeholders propagate externalities, which diffuse later on both internally and externally (influencing thus the other stakeholders of the group), leading to mutual growth at the ecosystem level (Delmas & Toffel, 2004; Sarkis et al., 2011) – only if proper inter-organizational interfaces exist. There is a core implication thus of the ST which explains the production of externalities and of the INT which explains the adoption of externalities within an ecosystem with multiple stakeholders. In the view of Sarkis (2001) and Brito, Carbone, and Blanquart (2008), the ST is highly used in supply chain management, however it has certain criticism on RGSCM due to the fact that environmentalism is not seen by all stakeholders (yet) as an economic benefit and thus, such exogenous pressures do not always impact on the stakeholder group overall, however, efforts towards overcoming this gap are being performed (Sarkis et al., 2011; Tate, Ellram & Kirchoff, 2010). Nevertheless, there is a still a substantial gap in the literature in terms of defining what is the inter-organizational interface structure (i.e. channels) that will ensure a higher level of RGSCM implementation and co-creation across all the actors involved in the RGSCM stakeholder group.

To this end, the core two research questions derived from the literature gap in relation to INT, ST, and inter-organizational interfaces are:

RQ1: How does the institutional theory influences supply chain actors (institutions) to adopt Eco-innovations (RGSCM) promoted at the stakeholder/inter-organizational level?
RQ2: How does the stakeholder theory trigger/promote/enable inter-organizational interfaces to support enhanced inter-organizational communication/co-creation?
The diffusion of innovation theory as inter-organizational interface enabler for RGSCM

The diffusion of innovation theory (DIT) plays a critical role in understanding resilience in GSCM especially in the moment of disruptions where eco-innovations should be adopted within stakeholder groups in order to self-adapt. For this purpose, one of the core articles that relate DIT with GSCM is provided by Hervani et al. (2005) which argue that the ability & resources (financial, staff, knowledge, monitoring) of an organization as well as exogenous stakeholder related pressures to foster RGCM are critical for a proper diffusion of innovation across the ecosystem (Florida, Atlas & Cline, 2001; Sharma, 2000) – but this is highly biased on the capacity of the inter-organizational interfaces to enable such diffusion.

To the same extent, a more recent pioneering study performed by Zhu et al. (2012) positions eco-innovation as key opportunities for RGSCM challenges and identifies, based on the DIT (Rogers, 1995) factors that influence innovation diffusion across RGSCM heterogeneous stakeholder groups, adding up value to the inter-organizational interface establishment.
discussion. Specifically, the authors argue that RGSCM stakeholder groups are highly consistent with the core five innovation pillars (Zhu et al., 2012): Relative advantage; Compatibility; Complexity; Trialability; and Observability (outcome monitoring and performance measurement at the stakeholder group). All these pillars can properly be monitored at the stakeholder group only if the inter-organizational interfaces across the actors are well-established.

Furthermore, Zhu et al. (2012) argue that internal and external factors (market, society, institutions, - thus tangent with INT and ST) put pressure on RGSCM towards adopting and diffusing ecological innovation across the entire stakeholder group. Such factors are related to the other actors of the group (Carayannis et al., 2012). To this end, the authors propose a framework for diffusion of innovation within RGSCM stakeholder groups through the Bass model which builds up the DIT by arguing that innovation diffuses through two channels (Akinola, 1986; Firth, Lawrence & Clouse, 2006; Kalish & Lilien, 1996): Imitation innovation (consistent with the transformative innovation); Independent (internal) innovation (consistent with the disruptive innovation). These two channels are perceived to highly influence the inter-organizational interfaces of the RGSCM stakeholder group boundaries.

Generally, there is limited research in terms of identifying the direct influence of the DIT within RGSCM – and especially in the field of eco-innovation (as this is a relatively new field) when it comes to creating inter-organizational interfaces. However, Zhu et al. (2012) have provided significant research directions that should guide the advancement DIT in relation to and the core implication of the authors' work for this research resides in understanding how eco-innovations in RGSCM can be diffused faster from innovators and early adopters to laggards and how to the inter-organizational interfaces foster this adoption. To this end, the related research question derived from the DIT literature in the field of RGSCM is: RQ3: How is the diffusion of innovation theory influenced by the emerging and constantly changing inter-organizational interfaces within supply chains and what exactly is the content of the interface (i.e., in this case, it will be KPIs/common goals)?
Methodology

The philosophical fundament of the chosen methodology resides in the boundaries of critical realism which bridges natural and social worlds by emphasizing the need for special methods required to model/adapt to social structures (as compared to basic scientific experimentations such as modeling numbers or discrete events). This is deemed the key starting point when aiming to understand inter-organizational interfaces. Social structures, in the views of critical realism, are capable of pursuing post-event reflection and self-adaptation - as the entire goal of social structures is always to progress (Archer et al., 2013; Laclau & Bhaskar, 2015). Overall, critical realism has substantial influence in economics, social structures and movements, international relations and in modern social science research, which proves the evolution of this paradigm to support nowadays research necessities.

Relating to the social science fundament of this research, it is of core importance to mention that DIT, INT, and ST are directly discussed in the literature under the framework of the critical realist perspective of bridging
natural and social worlds and thus, by adopting this paradigm, the emerged research capacity is supported by the literature.

The peculiarity of this research (in terms of identifying the inter-organizational boundaries for RGSCM implementation) resides in the need to bridge research methods corresponding to various disciplines. To this end, a systematic literature review in terms of the availability of suitable methods points towards the following claims: research claiming for the need for mixed methods research in RGSCM (Dubey et al., 2015; Faisal, 2016); research claiming for the need of quantitative based modelling & decision support in RGSCM (Heckmann, Comes & Nickel, 2015; Qazi et al., 2015; Taticchi et al., 2015); research claiming for the need of mixed methods when analyzing systems that include environment, society and cross-system innovation/practice diffusion (Smith & Rupp, 2015; Soosay & Hyland, 2015).

In this context, the following methodology is being adopted by this research:

**Stage one:** Qualitative exploratory interviews at the institutional level (N=6, one in each different country from SEE chosen as key representative ones for SEE) to consolidate the scarce literature findings (from SEE) and to enable a more targeted approach for Stage two. Telephone interviews (45-50 minutes) have been undertaken with an expert sample (key representative manufacturers, transporters, and supply chain companies) from six different countries from SEE (Romania, Bulgaria, Greece, Slovenia, FYROM, Serbia). The interview questions have been tailored around the three main research questions aiming to tackle the concept of inter-organizational interfaces in the target area. Inductive content analysis following the guide of Thomas (2006) has been applied in order to analyze the transcribed data. The main goal of this stage is to understand how the researched concepts pertain at the institutional level (with certain implications to the stakeholder level).

**Stage two:** Qualitative (exploratory) and quantitative (confirmatory) semi-structured survey composed of closed and open-ended questions (addressed to random manufacturers, transporters, supply chain companies retrieved from chambers of commerce) across the six SEE countries (valid N=311 – corresponding to a response rate of 27%) at the institutional level. The main survey areas were focused on testing and exploring: RGSCM practices and their implementation status, drivers & barriers to RGSCM implementation, KPIs used to monitor RGSCM and willingness to implement RGSCM). All these items have been assessed in order to understand the composition of inter-organizational interfaces within RGSCM. The closed-ended/measurement questions have been devised as Likert scales. Statistical analysis (SPSS) has been applied (descriptives, correlation tests...
and ANOVA) in order to analyze the coded data (with reliability and validity coefficient denoting moderate relevance of the findings – considering the revealed limited know-how of the respondents over the questioned items).

**Stage three – Part one:** Exploratory and confirmatory qualitative focus groups (N=3) to provide more insight into Stage two in Greece only (towards enabling context-specific findings) and to leverage the institutional level findings to a stakeholder level. The time-span among the three focus groups had as a main rationale (besides fulfilling the research objectives) to understand whether stakeholder co-creation is being triggered or enhanced via these efforts. Greece is a highly suitable context for researching institutions and mesosystems especially due to the long-lasting reforms and changes triggered by economic reforms and years of recession. The three focus groups had as elements of debate similar items as Stage two, however, the main goal was to understand how those concepts pertain at the stakeholder level. The focus groups were attended (each) by key (five to seven) experts from the key actors from Greece: policy makers (regional/local authorities), industry and professional associations representatives, societal organizations, researchers/innovators, etc.

**Part two** of Stage three consisted of modelling and simulation of institutional level supply chains towards proposing stakeholder level recommendations for the implementation of RGSCM during weather-induced disruptions. More specifically, the findings that have been confirmed and further explored through the focus groups have been utilized in order to model via the Supply Chain Environmental Analysis Tool (SCEnAT) RGSCM scenarios (from three Greek companies) and to propose stakeholder level approved strategies as well as a step-by-step implementation roadmap of those strategies. Each scenario consisted of normal and disrupted operational flows of each company’s supply chains and how the proposed strategies could provide them with enhanced resilience (economic, social, environmental, policy-wise) under quintuple helix considerations. The reason for the scenario variation was to test various situations of inter-organizational interfaces operations. SCEnAT is highly suitable for these purposes as it offers multi-sectoral KPIs for measuring supply chain performance. The proposals have been qualitatively validated with the three companies (expert sampling).
Results and discussion

The findings of this research have the following key outcomes for each research question:

**RQ1: How does the institutional theory (INT) influences supply chain actors (institutions) to adopt eco-innovations (RGSCM) promoted at the stakeholder/inter-organizational level?**

Over time, more institutions have inner (hence, INT) transformational desire towards incorporating eco-innovations in order to adapt to global standards/trends by shaping their interfaces to fit an inter-organizational context (i.e. "[...] I am always in seek for new such eco-innovations to be ahead of competition and in trend with societal demands"). Such outcomes are in high coherence with the literature (Bahadur & Doczi, 2016; Dubey et al., 2015; Govindan et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2012). This is also quantitatively confirmed by Stage two where, for example, a specific part of the survey targeted to test the adoption level of eco-innovations under three main behavioral variables (behavioral intention to adopt eco-innovations (BI), perceived usefulness of eco-innovations (PU) and perceived ease of use of eco-innovations (PEU). More specifically, whether the respondents declare a high PU (4.00/5) of RGSCM eco-innovations, the PEU of such eco-innovations is considerably low (2.38/5). The PEU is linked to the limited information and knowledge on this topic described also by (Al Zaabi, Al Dhaheri & Diabat, 2013; Drohomeretsk, Gouvea da Costa & Pinheiro de Lima, 2014; Govindan et al., 2015). Still, the BI element (which is the core measurement of the willingness to adopt eco-innovations and thus support the INT statements) is moderately high (3.53/5).

These institutions will perform partnerships/co-create only with institutions with similar values inducing thus a transformational change in other institutions (peer-pressure to adhere to eco-innovations)- leading thus to a homogenous inter-organizational interface – aspect which is in line with the literature on coercive adoption eco-innovations under the INT/ST/INT assumptions (Chakrabarty & Wang, 2013; Govindan et al., 2015; Hsu et al., 2013; Ivanaj et al., 2015; Rehman & Shrivastava, 2011; Shi et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2012).

**RQ2: How does the stakeholder theory (ST) trigger/promote/enable inter-organizational interfaces to support enhanced inter-organizational communication/co-creation?**

Furthermore, this partnership expansion leads to a stakeholder block (ST), which will tacitly induce exogenous pressures to any new individual
institution that aims to join this network/chain with a homogenized inter-organizational interface. Such aspects are in line with the previously identified literature (Chakrabarty & Wang, 2013; Govindan et al., 2015; Hsu et al., 2013; Ivanaj et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2012) in relation to the mesosystem induced coercive adoption of institutional practices (paving thus the link between INT, ST and DIT) – as well as the adoption of practices under normative compliance (Drohomeretsk et al., 2014; Govindan et al., 2015; Lee & Kim, 2011). These findings are partly sustained by Stage one as well as largely confirmed by Stage two (N=311) under the framework of assessing the drivers of the implementation of eco-innovations imposed from the stakeholder level. The qualitative consolidation (N=3) of the modelling & simulation based quintuple helix RGFT/RGSCM implementation framework from Stage three (second part) also sustains these findings by arguing that “[...] if we trigger an eco-innovation which slowly becomes a key market trend, then everybody will adopt it to become competitive [...] and the government and other actors will develop mechanisms to support this and thus lagging institutions will have to adapt [...]”. The remaining issue in this context resides in isolated micro-chains/microsystems within the mesosystem, which may serve much localized purposes and may not be affected by such pressures and desires to join the wider stakeholder block.

Ultimately, even in this peer – moderated/normalized mesosystem, there still is a drive to be more competitive (for institutional level survival) and to this end, individual institutions will continue to eco-innovate and induce peer transformational pressure that will become stakeholder wide and will generate exogenous pressures on new chain entrants by constantly altering the inter-organizational interface to fit the latest requirements.

RQ3: How is the diffusion of innovation theory influences by the emerging and constantly changing inter-organizational interfaces within supply chains and what exactly is the content of the interface (i.e., in this case, it will be KPIs/common goals)?

This continuous eco-innovation diffuses across the stakeholder block via inter-organizational (institutional) co-creation. Firstly, stage one reveals unilaterally the need for “[…] co-creation as a core enabler” of RGSCM eco-innovation diffusion & scale-up (DIT) across the stakeholder group via inter-organizational interfaces. From the data collected, the following factors are key enablers of highly robust interfaces: “mutual support […] and standardization of practices/policies”; “transparency of operations”; “technology usage”; “better regional planning […]”; “[…] enhanced transportation infrastructure”, however very few of these enablers are inner
RGSCM practices (that would trigger co-creation) as initially suggested by (Bahadur & Doczi, 2016; Darnall et al., 2008; Dubey et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2008; Zhu & Liu, 2010).

Secondly, stage three (focus groups part, N=3), reveals the critical importance of co-creation towards ensuring faster diffusion of eco-innovations (DIT) from the institutional level to the stakeholder level and this is achieved through: “ [...] focusing on the smart specialization pillars of Greece” – which are based on eco-innovation and technology (Ketikidis, Solomon & Hajrizi, 2016) – providing thus a potential incentive to align inter-organizational interfaces of heterogeneous institutions; or “ [...] aligning the incentives, goals and KPIs” – aspect also highlighted by (Bahadur & Doczi, 2016; Bhattacharya et al., 2014) or “mimetic transformation [...] for competitive advantage purposes” appears to play a critical role in the specific mesosystem’s context (the greater the competition, the greater the inter-organizational interface expansion) – aspect also in line with (Dornfeld et al., 2013; Govindan et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2014; Zhu & Geng, 2013).

Still, according to the results of Stage three (modelling and simulation) consolidated by qualitative interviews (N=3), such diffusion would be quite problematic to implement as “ [...] the suitability of such solution for one company may not be the same for another company, or may not be properly integrated with the government and society” – posting thus a key barrier to establishing a proper inter-organizational interface. This supports similar claims performed by (Carter & Rogers, 2008; Steensma & Corley, 2000; Zhu et al., 2012). As well, “disruptive transformation is [...] preferred” was of the innovators’ claims during the focus groups, however, industry and government were very reluctant to disruptive eco-innovations in the current stakeholder group context of Greece and argued for transformative innovation as a more financially secured method for enabling RGSCM under a fast-track timeline (informing thus DIT). This aspect is also in line with the literature with regards to the financial aspect involved by such investments (Al Zaabi et al., 2013; Alkhidir & Zailani, 2009; Connell, 2010; Diabat & Govindan, 2011; Drohomeretsk et al., 2014; Govindan et al., 2015) as well as with Stage one (i.e. “ [...] our main barrier is cost rather than flexibility and willingness to try such practices”) and Stage two findings (where the cost aspects were rated as highly problematic – the “Too big investment” item has been rated 4.00/5, N=311).
Conclusion

This paper discusses the concept of Resilient and Green Supply Chain Management (RGSCM) implementation in South Eastern Europe (SEE) from the point of view of understanding the structure of the inter-organizational (institutional) interfaces involved in this process as well as how are these interfaces evolving and transforming over time. A three-stage mixed methodology is adopted (stage one having sample size N=6 interviews; stage two N=311 survey respondents; stage three N=3 focus groups and N=3 modelling and simulation case studies) to underpin how the institutional, stakeholders and diffusion of innovation theories reason the inter-organizational interfaces required to enable cross-stakeholder co-creation for leading to the implementation of RGSCM at the entire stakeholder block. The results show that the key pillars of inter-organizational interface integration and evolution (triple/ quadruple/ quintuple helix) reside in the proper identification of the key goals (performance indicators) of the involved institutions, which will maintain market-optimized competition levels. Then, institutions will steadily adhere to the market trends as explained by the ST and INT and in the process of adopting the RGSCM eco-innovation (DIT), the new entrant institutions will transform their inter-organizational interface to properly bridge with the core market stakeholder group. Finally, the key driver of interface alteration resides in the ability of disruptive (eco) innovators to set new standards. This research has core academic implications by extending the INT, DIT and ST under the context of RGSCM, policy implications in terms of proper policy making to support the required co-creation as well as practical implications by helping organizations to manage their inter-organizational interfaces. The core limitations of this research reside in bias resulted from expert sampling, limited quantitative confirmation of the findings and the sectoral heterogeneity of the chosen sample.
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